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Nan’s Protective Necklace
by Jennifer Judd

Jennifer created this necklace for a friend to give as a gift to his girlfriend in the 
Army who was leaving for a six month assignment in Baghdad. Looking for gemstones 
that symbolized bravery and protection, Jennifer chose Canadian jade, ocean jasper, 
cherry agate, and carnelian. 
Red seed beads were added 
to symbolize success and 
triumph and the necklace 
itself was divided into 
seven sections, a powerful 
number in the Cherokee 
culture which was part of 
the woman’s heritage. 

 FiNisheD size:
24”

 materials:
3 faceted carnelian 20-25mm 
nuggets
4 ocean jasper 25mm 3-sided 
tubes
� ocean jasper �8mm briolette 
8 Canadian jade �2mm rounds 
8 cherry agate �2mm nuggets
46 size �� red seed beads
30” silver 24-gauge wire
�6” silver cable chain
3 silver 5mm jump rings
Silver lobster clasp
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 tools: 
Round nose pliers
Chain nose pliers
Wire cutters

 techNiques
Wirework

step 1: Cut the silver chain into eight 2-inch sections. 
Attach � jump ring to the end of one chain 
section. Attach the clasp to the jump ring. 

 Note:  Given the irregular sizes of the beads, 
these instructions have you cut the wire for the 
beaded links as you work, rather than cutting it 
into identical shorter pieces before you start.

step 2: Use approximately �” of wire to create a 
wrapped loop at the end of the chain. String � 
seed bead, � cherry agate nugget, and another 
seed bead. Create a wrapped loop and trim. 
Repeat, using �-3” of wire, depending upon the 
length of the beads, forming wrapped loop links 
to attach materials in the following order: seed 
bead, jasper tube, seed bead; seed bead, jade 
round, seed bead. Connect last wrapped loop to 
a piece of chain. 

 Continue forming wrapped loop links: seed 
bead, agate nugget, seed bead; seed bead, 
carnelian nugget, seed bead; seed bead, jade 
round, seed bead. Connect last wrapped loop 
to a piece of chain.

 Continue forming wrapped loop links: seed 
bead, agate nugget, seed bead; seed bead, 
jasper tube, seed bead; seed bead, jade round, 

seed bead. Connect last wrapped loop to a 
piece of chain.

 Continue forming wrapped loop links: seed 
bead, jade round, seed bead; seed bead, agate 
nugget, seed bead. Connect last wrapped loop 
to a jump ring.

step 3: For the second half of the necklace, connect a 
jump ring to a piece of chain. (This jump ring 
is the other half of the clasp.)  On the other 
end of the chain, connect a wrapped loop and 
string � seed bead, � jade round, � seed bead, 
ending with another wrapped loop. Continue 
creating wrapped loop links: seed bead, jasper 

Tip:
Stay focused when connecting each piece or 
you may close a wrapped loop without the next 
section!
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Wrapped Loop

To form a wrapped loop, begin with a 90° bend 
at least 2" from the end of the wire. Use round-
nose pliers to form a simple loop with a tail 
overlapping the bend. Wrap the tail tightly down 
the neck of the wire to create a couple of coils. 
Trim the excess wire to finish. Make a double-
wrapped loop by wrapping the wire back up over 
the coils, toward the loop, and trimming the wire 
tail at the loop.

tube, seed bead; seed bead, agate nugget, 
seed bead. Connect last wrapped loop to a 
piece of chain.

 Continue forming wrapped loop links: seed 
bead, jade round, seed bead; seed bead, 
carnelian nugget, seed bead; seed bead, agate 
nugget, seed bead. Connect last wrapped loop 
to a piece of chain. 

 Continue forming wrapped loop links: seed 
bead, jade round, seed bead; seed bead, 
jasper tube, seed bead; seed bead, agate 
nugget, seed bead. Connect last wrapped loop 
to a piece of chain.

 Continue forming wrapped loop links: seed 
bead, jade round, seed bead; seed bead, agate 
nugget, seed bead. Connect last wrapped loop 
to the jump ring.

step 4: Create the pendant by using 3” silver wire to 
string the jasper briolette to create a wrapped 
loop. Attach a wrapped loop with another 3” 
silver wire piece then string � seed bead, � 
carnelian nugget, and � seed bead. Finish 
with a wrapped loop. Attach the pendant to 
the jump ring. R

RESOURCES: 

Carnelian beads: Beadazzled, beadazzled.net. Jasper 
beads:  Bead Obsessions, beadobsessions.com. All 
other materials:  Artbeads.com

JeNNiFer JuDD is a major in the United States Air 
Force, currently stationed at the Pentagon working 
in the human resource area. She enjoys designing 
one-of-a-kind jewelry. She began by creating 
unique gifts for friends and family, but now loves 
shopping for new beads and seeing what happens 
when she sits down at her work table. Visit her 
blog at:  jenjuddrocks.blogspot.com.
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SUBSCRIBE NOW!
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You love to design jewelry...and we know you’ll love Stringing! No matter 
what your level of ability is, you will �nd plenty of inspiration in every issue!
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